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96 male students graduated 96 male students graduated as as 
prepre--school school teachers teachers 19771977--20072007

Web based survey to 96 male preWeb based survey to 96 male pre--school teachersschool teachers

Find out more about what has happened to those 96 men who graduated as Find out more about what has happened to those 96 men who graduated as 
preschool teachers in the period of 1977preschool teachers in the period of 1977--20072007

Qualitative interviews of  a selection of men who graduated Qualitative interviews of  a selection of men who graduated 
in four decades: 1970, 1980, 1990 og 2000in four decades: 1970, 1980, 1990 og 2000

What challenges have they met? Have the challenges and the situationWhat challenges have they met? Have the challenges and the situationWhat challenges have they met? Have the challenges and the situationWhat challenges have they met? Have the challenges and the situation
changed throughout the decades? Do the men differ in they way they lookchanged throughout the decades? Do the men differ in they way they look
upon their work, choice of careers, work challenges and so forth?upon their work, choice of careers, work challenges and so forth?
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Starting Starting pointpoint
for my for my interestinterest
in in thethe topictopic

””ChildrenChildren needneed adults adults whowho areare
crazy crazy aboutabout themthem””
UrieUrie BronfenbrennerBronfenbrenner

-- Both women and men Both women and men 
(who are crazy….)(who are crazy….)
-- Children Children –– girls and girls and 
boys boys -- need both male need both male 
and female role models in and female role models in 
forming their identity in a forming their identity in a g yg y
positive waypositive way

To me this is about children’s rightsTo me this is about children’s rights

Children have the right to experience that Children have the right to experience that 
both women and men can take part in both women and men can take part in 
caring activities and participate in all caring activities and participate in all 
kindergarten kindergarten activities activities 
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Year Women
Total 
number

Men
Total 
number

Year Women
Total 
number

Men
Total number

Employees in norwegian kindergartens. By gender 
1990-2008 

1990 34152 1739 2000 48970 3703

1991 37977 2084 2001 50043 3773

1992 40709 2362 2002 51928 3996

1993 43721 2673 2003 53816 4606

1994 46511 2883 2004 55625 4845

1995 48386 3446 2005 59013 5715

1996 48655 3429 2006 63453 6202

1997 48371 3422 2007 69076 7013

1998 49232 3411 2008 73854 7596 (9,3%)

1999 48851 3640

The pioneers The pioneers –– educated from educated from 
BarnevernsskolenBarnevernsskolen in Oslo in Oslo ii 19691969
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Announcement for new students: Announcement for new students: BarnevernsakademietBarnevernsakademiet
1935 (the first preschool teacher training college in 1935 (the first preschool teacher training college in 
Norway)Norway)

A womanly/ feminine education built on domesticA womanly/ feminine education built on domesticA womanly/ feminine education built on domestic A womanly/ feminine education built on domestic 
valuesvalues
During this practical and pedagogical education built on During this practical and pedagogical education built on 
domestic values, we will prepare you for jobs / positions domestic values, we will prepare you for jobs / positions 
in orphanages, day nurseries, kindergartens and other in orphanages, day nurseries, kindergartens and other 
institutions dealing with young children. We will as well institutions dealing with young children. We will as well 
give you a fundament for women’s special tasks: the give you a fundament for women’s special tasks: the 
h d th hild W ill l th d th hild W ill l thome and the children. We will also open your eyes to home and the children. We will also open your eyes to 
many of the important questions raised by society. many of the important questions raised by society. 

Professional Professional demandsdemands

Conference for experts on childcare in Paris iConference for experts on childcare in Paris i 
1956 arranged by UNESCO and WHO worked 
out the following demands for the future 
workforce in kindergartens: 

Besides being a woman good physics warmthBesides being a woman, good physics, warmth 
and kindness, personal and social qualifications, 
sense of humour and physical beauty shall be 
decisive professional qualities in the future.
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Three strategies in connection with crossovers in Three strategies in connection with crossovers in 
the working field (Williams 1993 and 1995)the working field (Williams 1993 and 1995)

TakingTaking overover meansmeans thatthat a a jobjob, , whichwhich in a in a wayway suitssuits
womenwomen, , isis redefinedredefined intointo men’smen’s specialityspeciality. As a . As a ,, p yp y
consequenceconsequence womenwomen will will graduallygradually bebe expelledexpelled fromfrom thatthat
fieldfield ofof workwork..
InvasionInvasion meansmeans thatthat menmen overtakeovertake a a jobjob in in vastvast numbernumber. . 
The The visiblevisible resultresult ofof thethe invasioninvasion processprocess isis thethe exclusionexclusion
ofof womenwomen on on oneone sideside andand thethe invasioninvasion ofof menmen intointo thethe
jobsjobs atat thethe top top ofof thethe hierarchyhierarchy.  .  jj pp yy
Infiltration Infiltration meansmeans thatthat a a fewfew menmen choosechoose forfor variousvarious
reasonsreasons, , toto educateeducate themselvesthemselves in in thethe fieldfield. The . The choiceschoices
theythey makemake areare oftenoften motivatedmotivated byby personal personal interestinterest oror asas
a a resultresult ofof lack lack ofof workwork. . 

Occupation in spring 2008 Percentage

Preschool teacher 51

96 male students graduated as pre-school teachers  -
1977-2007

Public kindergarten 48

Private kindergarten 52

Teacher in school 27Teacher in school 27

Other occupation 22
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In In otherother wordswords

78 percent of the male 78 percent of the male 
students, who graduated students, who graduated 
from from SognSogn og og FjordaneFjordane
college, still work with college, still work with 
children between 1children between 1--14/16 14/16 
years of ageyears of age

IIf you should have chosen an f you should have chosen an 
occupation once again….occupation once again….
would you then choose awould you then choose a….would you then choose a ….would you then choose a 

kindergarten career? kindergarten career? 

56 percent said Yes 56 percent said Yes 
44 percent said No44 percent said No44 percent said No44 percent said No
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What are the men’s main reasons for What are the men’s main reasons for 
being satisfied and still working in being satisfied and still working in 
kindergartens?kindergartens?

-- The meaningful work with childrenThe meaningful work with childrengg
•• As a man I feel I have an important task to do being together with both As a man I feel I have an important task to do being together with both 

boys and girlsboys and girls
•• It gives me a lot of energy being together with small children, it is easy to It gives me a lot of energy being together with small children, it is easy to 

please them, to make them happy, to make them laugh please them, to make them happy, to make them laugh –– their energy and their energy and 
motivation influences memotivation influences me

•• They have not yet learned to be infamous, complicated and intolerant They have not yet learned to be infamous, complicated and intolerant 
•• Kindergarten gives me possibilities to work in a positive and constructive Kindergarten gives me possibilities to work in a positive and constructive 

atmosphe e togethe ith child en and ad lts in close contact ith nat eatmosphe e togethe ith child en and ad lts in close contact ith nat eatmosphere together with children and adults in close contact with nature atmosphere together with children and adults in close contact with nature 

-- The freedom The freedom 
•• Don’t tell anyone but if I want to go fishing Don’t tell anyone but if I want to go fishing –– the children want to go fishing the children want to go fishing 

as well!as well!
•• I love the freedom kindergarten work gives meI love the freedom kindergarten work gives me

mainmain reasonsreasons for for stayingstaying…..…..
-- Variation and challenge in workVariation and challenge in work
•• I have a job which results in sand in my ears, paint on my skirt, blood on I have a job which results in sand in my ears, paint on my skirt, blood on 

my trousers and jam in my beard. I love it. my trousers and jam in my beard. I love it. 
•• I have a working day characterized by variation and challenges. To me that I have a working day characterized by variation and challenges. To me that 

is the main reason for stayingis the main reason for staying

-- The possibilities of personal development in workThe possibilities of personal development in work
•• I will get working experience for a further career. Now I work together with I will get working experience for a further career. Now I work together with 

a lot of clever and professional women and I get a lot of experience about a lot of clever and professional women and I get a lot of experience about 
how to develop an organizationhow to develop an organizationhow to develop an organization. how to develop an organization. 

•• This is the job which I have trained for and I will work here as long as I feel This is the job which I have trained for and I will work here as long as I feel 
that I can try out what I have learned and experienced during my three that I can try out what I have learned and experienced during my three 
years of education. years of education. 

••
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BUT many of them have reflected on BUT many of them have reflected on 
quitting kindergarten, due to hard work, quitting kindergarten, due to hard work, 
bad salary, and few career possibilities. bad salary, and few career possibilities. 
The same reasons as women oftenThe same reasons as women oftenThe same reasons as women often The same reasons as women often 
mention. mention. 
But quite a few: about 70 percent say that But quite a few: about 70 percent say that 
being the only man at their workplace is being the only man at their workplace is 
also an important reason for either also an important reason for either pp
deciding to change work or reflecting upon deciding to change work or reflecting upon 
quitting. The lack of male colleagues is a quitting. The lack of male colleagues is a 
common topic in my interviews with the common topic in my interviews with the 
informants.informants.

Some voicesSome voices
I really miss male colleagues, and I am often more than I really miss male colleagues, and I am often more than 
satisfied working together with women only.satisfied working together with women only.

S i i diff f h “S i i diff f h “Sometimes my reactions are different from the “womenSometimes my reactions are different from the “women--
inin--group” reactions, and I should have liked to have a group” reactions, and I should have liked to have a 
man to discuss my reactions with.man to discuss my reactions with.

The kindergarten as a whole is too dominated by women The kindergarten as a whole is too dominated by women 
and everyday life. The organisation is filled with and everyday life. The organisation is filled with 
incomprehensible intrigues that I as a man hardly can incomprehensible intrigues that I as a man hardly can 
understand. On top of that: the topics of conversations understand. On top of that: the topics of conversations 
are too often linked to their own children, illness,  are too often linked to their own children, illness,  
difficult husbands, crocheting and knitting. I very often difficult husbands, crocheting and knitting. I very often 
feel on the sideline feel on the sideline –– more like a lonely bird.more like a lonely bird.
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This is all This is all aboutabout….….

Being a minority in the Being a minority in the 
institution institution 
Experience the male role Experience the male role 
as a prison as a prison 
Female model authority Female model authority 
or power or power 
Cutting wingsCutting wingsCutting wingsCutting wings
Lack of male caring ideals Lack of male caring ideals 
og role modelsog role models

Ref. Ole Ref. Ole BredesenBredesen (1997 (1997 ogog 2004) 2004) 

What can be done in preparation?What can be done in preparation?

The colleges have a responsibility to prepare theThe colleges have a responsibility to prepare theThe colleges have a responsibility to prepare the The colleges have a responsibility to prepare the 
students for the working situation. By keeping students for the working situation. By keeping 
gender, sex roles and working place culture on gender, sex roles and working place culture on 
the college agenda we can contribute to an the college agenda we can contribute to an 
ongoing discussion on this topic. ongoing discussion on this topic. 
It is important to produce ideas of action on howIt is important to produce ideas of action on howIt is important to produce ideas of action on how It is important to produce ideas of action on how 
to stimulate the colleges to put emphasis on this to stimulate the colleges to put emphasis on this 
theme. theme. 
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